
Bring on the Kids!
Term 2 Culminates in a Healthy Herb Frenzy
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What can we do to help?
·         Refuse
·         Reduce
·         Reuse
·         Rot
·         Recycle

A month packed with a trip to Soil for
Life, a talk by environmentalist,

Karoline Hanks, and some healthy
food preparation lessons for yummy

berry desserts! We also visited Metro
Gardens thanks to Leeya's mom, Nikki.
Wow so much to take in about compost,

soil, gardening with Nature and
decreasing our own impacts on Earth...

COMPOST IN MAY 
FOR

BIODIVERSITY!

Growing & Nurturing Veg

Life begins the day you start a garden. Chinese proverb



Saving Seeds
Seed Savers Workshop

In this workshop, Earth Kids
learned the basics of what makes
a plant a plant, the different kinds
of plants, and what they all share
in common. We  also looked into
the different ways that different

kinds of plants reproduce.
Through hands-on activities, we

learned how to properly save and
plant seeds so that we would be
empowered to take charge of our
diets and begin growing our own
plants. Thanks to Soil for Life!!

 
 

You CAN Garden!
Gardening is both an art and a
science and it’s that tension that
is at the root of the confusion for
many new gardeners. There are
scientific principles that need to
be followed – overcrowding
plants or growing in poor-quality
soil will set you up for failure. In
subsequent years the principles
of crop rotation will add more
constraints. However, that still
allows for a lot of different
possibilities and the art is in
placing plants in a way that
makes best use of your space
without breaking any of the
rules.
It’s worth remembering that
these aren’t a hard and fast set
of rules.
 

What is a seed? A baby! Open up the avo pip and
there inside is the shoot, the real seed. This tiny shoot
– the embryo - is protected by the seed. The avo shoot
eats the pip flesh just like a baby chick eats the egg
yolk inside the egg shell, and just like a human baby
lives on the amniotic fluid within its mother’s womb.
Grate an avo pip into salads for heart health.
Nasturtiums are good for sore throats and both
nasturtiums and sore throats occur during winter!
Dark beans are a warning to us to cook them first or
else they can be toxic.
Which came first, the flower or the fruit? The flower of
course!

Soil for Life Open For Business!

The love of gardening is a
seed once sown that never

dies. Gertrude Jekyll

Weeds are flowers too, once you
get to know them. 

A.A. Milne



Disposable plastics are the worst waste products
ever invented and we as humans need to rid the
planet of this menace. Plastic was invented during
the 50s and most is still around.
Single Use Plastic has to stop, NOW! So says
Karoline Hanks of SUPA, an innovative business
that finds alternatives to single use plastics.
Runners can stop their plastic sachet throwing,
just as we can all stop party balloons, straws,
takeaway paraphernalia, plasters, earbuds,
nappies, wet wipes, roller towel, wax wrap, sweet
papers…. Stop buying it now - we can all make a
difference!
I Carry my Own – Karoline initiated this group to
assist runners to take note and run without
sachets…
EcoBricks – must use them constructively and
build – there are 40 000 bricks at the Mall waiting
to be used! Be careful of negative side where
people feel no guilt buying plastic as they can then
eco brick it…. Plastic is simply not biodegradable,
even the green wash products that say they are!

Karoline Hanks - Plastic Activist! Posters Highlight Issues
We made posters to show that we understand
issues covered in term 1 (water and the water

cycle) and term 2 (soil and planting seeds).
Creativity is a fantastic way to self-express and
learn. Individuality radiates from each Earth Kid

who teaches his/her peers enormous and
precious gifts.... forever.

To plant a garden is to believe in
tomorrow.  Audrey Hepburn

Creating bug hotels from sticks and bark
and seeds and wood added spice to

lessons about companion planting and just
how vital bugs are in a garden...


